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Presentation Outline

 Introduction

 The J-PARC muon g-2 experiment

 Project Goals- Overall Method

 Simulation of Events

 Event Selection – Event hierarchy

 Pattern Recognition

 Track Reconstruction – Regression Algorithms

 Results - Review

 Discussion – Future Goals
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Project Outline

 Your research project is working on track reconstruction in J-PARC g-2 detector. 
[ …] hits in Silicone strip detector arrays […] using the hit information […] you will 
have to reconstruct positron track. 

Precise measurement of decaying positron track […] contains the decay 
property of muon, which changes depending on muon dipole moment

(personal correspondence with Dr. MyeongJae Lee)

 Conceptual Design Report (CDR) 

 https://g2sakura.kek.jp/public/doc/MCDR-submit.pdf
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Tools

 Geant4

 ROOT /  GDML

 GenFit2

 OpenCV
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Experimental Idea

 Muon anomalous magnetic moment, (g-2) factor – probing for BSM Physics

 Two current projects – one in the USA, one in Japan

 J-PARC project uses innovative techniques, relevant to Precision Physics

 Experiment signal carries information about both muon EDM and g-2 factor

 ~0.3GeV anti-muons stored in MRI-like solenoid, with circular trajectories 

around 48 silicon vanes, in a uniform magnetic field.

 When the muon decays, the positron follows an inwards helix-elliptic 

trajectory and generates hits in the silicon vanes
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Experimental Idea

 The anomaly g-2 is due to the advance of the muon spin from its 
momentum vector

 When spin is aligned with their momentum vector higher energy e+ are 
produced

 The muon spin precesses from the forward to the backward direction, 
along its momentum vector, early-to-late difference provides signal

 Different approach to previous muon g- 2 experiments ; 
an order of magnitude lower energy and  diameter of the storage ring.

 Use of an ultra-cold muon source, requires only weak focusing to maintain 
the beam size

 The lower energy will allow to frequently reverse the muon spins, to cancel 
systematic errors that are difficult to deal with, such as the pile-up effect

 The EDM measurement will be achieved using the same setup
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Monte Carlo Simulation

 Set up the Geometry

 G4Parameterized volumes

 Add in the EM field (ideal vs. realistic)

 G4FieldManager vs G4UniformMagField

 Add in the particle source – change particle properties.

 Particle propagation (necessary libraries for low-energy interactions)

 G4SteppingManager, G4Track. Using fourth-order Runge-Kutta stepper

 Implement Sensitive Detector Scoring

 Pre-step, Post-step points, Energy Deposition in a Hit Collection

 Detector Response.

 Event Selection Categorizing

 Output Data parsing

 Detach from Geant4 (G4GDMLParser), platform independent description
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Monte Carlo Simulation12



Event Categories
 Although limited by statistics, the observed 

hierarchy for different initial positron energies, 

matches the CDR data.
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Pattern Recognition14

 We expect ~30 muon decays in the first 5ns.

 Required by the complicated picture of signal and background tracks



Pattern Recognition (cont.)

 Using the Canny Edge detection algorithm, the individual significance of 

each hit coordinate can be calibrated

 Tightly grouped points  can be recognized and either removed, or assigned 

a lower weight value.

 The classical Hough Transform.

A voting procedure in a parameter space, to detect imperfect instances of 

a shape, in this case straight-line-like traces
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Pattern Recognition (cont.)16



Pattern Recognition (cont.)

 Much better, right? Red Tracks – Signal vs Blue Tracks - Background
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Regression Algorithm

 Kalman Filters are widely used in HEP studies and track fitting. 

 The algorithm is based on an iterative least square fit of the track state. 

 A prediction step, extrapolates the state vector to the next layer

 An update step to the best-fit predicted state. 

 Kalman Filters work with a stepper, and the physical properties of the 

system, propagating the particle from one surface to another, handling 

scattering and precise energy loss effects.

 For more complicated events, a “Seed Fit”, serving as a Track Model can 

enhance the algorithm efficiency.
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Kalman Filter19



Track Reconstruction

 Decided to initially work with local track reconstruction, and generalize-

integrate our results

 Kalman filter implementation, along the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta

stepper.

 The complicated nature of some tracks did not allow us to use a “Seed Fit”

 The physical properties of the system, the particle propagation, and the 

material effects energy losses are handled by GENFIT2.

 Represented the finite detector resolution by inserting smearing in the 

covariance matrix.

 A Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF) was used to help cope with smeared 

data.
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Track Reconstruction21



Conclusions - Results

 The four-week timeframe proved to be a limiting factor.

 I developed a complete proof-of-concept framework, creating original code

 Our workflow can successfully reconstruct simulated tracks.

 Geant4 Simulation - Event Generator with focus on precision factors

 Analyze the observe energy hierarchy and categorization

 Describe a basic Event Selection Algorithm.

 Implemented the necessary ML algorithms for Pattern Recognition

 Developed a Hit Representation and explored material effects handling, and 

digitization effects.

 Implement the Kalman filter along with the DAF and the classical fourth-order 

Runge-Kutta in the GENFIT2 framework
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Discussion – Future Goals

 Continuous work-in-progress.

 Provide measurable quality factor simulated vs. reconstructed tracks

 Implementing the Tungsten Absorber – describe new event selection

 Realistic setup

 Validate the low-energy positron material effects energy loss 

(hint : it’s complicated)

 Implement spin polarization in the GEANT4 code

(hint : it’s even more complicated)

 Simulate the muon transport and injection phase

(suitable beam and kicker injection field)
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